
YEAR 10 - Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) should be used to record most learning 
undertaken.  The following are additional subject equipment requirements. 

Students are encouraged to purchase a small year diary. 
 

ENGLISH A4 96 page lined workbook, A5 64 page note book, A4 plastic display folder (refillable), pens 
(black, blue and red), highlighters, glue stick. 

MATHEMATICS  
 

96 page A4 Grid Book (5mm grid) – covered in plastic. (Please note - students cannot do 
Maths notes and exercises on a digital device – all working must be done in the grid books.) 
Ruler, pencil, eraser, pens (black, blue and red). Compass and protractor are optional. 
Scientific calculator: Casio fx 82AU PlusII or Casio fx-100Au - purchased from the school. 
Mathsonline subscription – invoiced by the school. 
Special requirement: As part of the Mathematics Homework policy, it is strongly 
recommended that each student has access to Mathsonline - for eLearning, revising for 
examinations and completing set homework. 

HSIE -  
HISTORY 
GEOGRAPHY 
COMMERCE 
INTERNATIONAL 
STUDIES 

Essential equipment for all HSIE subjects: 
96 page A4 books (covered) for each subject, pens (black or blue), rulers, highlighters, lead 
pencil, colour pencils, glue and scissors 
Project/Assessment work: could require scrapbooks, cardboard, display book, model 
making supplies depending on the task.  
History and Geography: 146 page A4 exercise book. There are mandatory field studies 
which need to be undertaken as part of the History and Geography courses. Costs for each 
will vary depending on the location of the field study. Students will be advised by their 
teachers. 

SCIENCE Pens (black or blue), pencil, eraser and transparent plastic ruler,180 A4 page ruled exercise 
book with margin (covered)and calculator 

LOTE  120 page A4 covered exercise book with margins, lead and coloured pencils, eraser, ruler, 
pens (black, blue and red), highlighters, glue stick, scissors 

CREATIVE  & 
PERFORMING ARTS 

Essential equipment for all CAPA subjects: 
Pens, pencils, erasers, highlighters, ruler, pencil sharpener, laptop and USB Flash drive, A4 
lined margined paper for writing, A4 loose leaf ring binder. 
Music: Display folder with clear sleeves, A4 lined and margined lecture pad, headphones. 
Visual Art: A3 process diary, 2B/4B pencils, liquid paper, set of brushes thin sixes 1 2 4 and 
6 
Drama: Black performance clothes (black tights and T shirt without any logos) 
Photography and Digital Media: A4 sketchbook (A4 journal), digital camera USB 
connection,  SLR camera (not digital - optional) 
Dance: black leotard or singlet top, black ¾ or full length cotton lycra tights 

TAS and 
INDUSTRIAL 
TECHNOLOGY - 
MULTIMEDIA 

Essential equipment for all TAS subjects:  
Laptop, USB, Lined A4 Exercise book, A4 lined and margined lecture pad, pens (black, blue 
and red), lead pencil and coloured pencils, eraser, sharpener, highlighters, scissors, glue 
sticks. 
Food Technology: 2 display folders, tea towel, sponge/scourer, apron, food container. 
Students must wear school shoes (not sport) and hair tied back  
Textiles Technology: a display folder, A3 sketchbook, HB/4B pencils, and 12 coloured 
pencils. 

PDHPE, PASS and 
CHILD STUDIES 

Theory: Digital device, pens (black, blue and red), pencils, highlighters, scissors 
(booklets;/digital resources provided).   A 120 A4 page exercise book required if unable to 
bring digital device. 
Practical: PE uniform (shirt, pants/shorts and running shoes), hat, sunscreen, water bottle 

 


